. Top: Framework for assessing accuracy and precision of reconstruction for simulated protein families using an ensemble of subsampled topologies. (A) Sequence evolution was simulated over synthetic phylogenies to produce ortholog sequences (colored boxes), presenting sets of ortholog sequences ("orthosets''). (B) Sequences were sampled from orthosets without replacement, aligned, and used to infer "subsampled'' phylogenies. (C) An all-sequence phylogeny was inferred from an alignment of all sequences in a simulated family. The true, all-sequence, and subsampled phylogenies were pruned to orthoset common ancestors. Their branch lengths were discarded to obtain paralog divergence topologies. Modified Robinson-Foulds (RF * ) symmetric distance metric was calculated between the true and all-sequence topologies and between the all-sequence and each subsampled topology. Accuracy and precision of reconstruction for a family are defined in terms of these RF * distances. Bottom: (D) The 600 simulated families are ranked by their all-sequence topology accuracy and plotted according to the alignment and phylogeny inference algorithms used to infer the all-sequence phylogeny. (E) Reconstruction precision vs. accuracy of the all sequence topology for simulated families Pearson correlation coefficient between precision and accuracy is 0.91 (p-value < 1e-100 
The path lengths distribution for each leaf pair produces as many list entries as there were path lengths observed between those leaves. Each path length for each leaf pair has a corresponding observation frequency. These frequencies are used in the scoring function to rank reconstructed topologies. DOI: https://doi.org/10.7554/eLife.47676.011 All-sequence topology Best ASPEN topology Other frequent internal nodes Figure 7 . Reconstructed topologies for the LacI family. Reconstructed nodes are annotated with the frequencies at which they were recapitulated among the 500 top-scoring topologies reconstructed by ASPEN as a way of summarizing ancestral nodes observed across the most likely trees. Subtrees on right represent reconstructed nodes observed with frequency 0.1 among the 500 ASPEN topologies, but not appearing in either the allsequence or the best ASPEN topology. Branches placed differently in the all-sequence and best ASPEN topologies are shown as dashed lines, as are branches placed differently from either topology in the subtrees on the right. Observation frequencies for disagreeing splits are bolded and italicized. DOI: https://doi.org/10.7554/eLife.47676.020
